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The year of 2018 began with a great deal of hope, as global asset prices were slated to move higher on the back of solid coordinated 

global economic growth, increases in employment and wages, turbo-charged by the recently enacted corporate and individual tax cuts 

in the U.S. A strong equity market rally which drove global markets higher by 4.0% to over 10% in January, gave way to negative  

sentiment engendered by rising interest rates in the U.S., trade disputes across the global, and geo-political uncertainty in Europe. This 

has led us to a year-end where stocks, bonds and asset classes are more volatile, and the ability to generate returns will be predicated  

upon a highly selective approach.

A key issue will be the direction of interest rates, with the US Federal Reserve playing the main role. After nine rate hikes since  

November 2015, markets are concerned about a mis-step by the Fed. Though recent comments from Fed Chairman Jerome Powell 

and other officials have been more dovish, both rate hikes and the wind-down of the $4.5 trillion Fed balance sheet have a tightening 

effect. Thus, an over-zealous pursuit of a less accommodative policy could inadvertently slow the world’s largest economy, negatively 

affecting consumer spending and corporate earnings. The Fed will need to walk a tightrope and find the “neutral” rate to stem inflation 

and sustain economic growth.

On the trade front, corporations are beginning to feel the impact of the U.S./China trade dispute. Should negotiations fail to achieve a 

solution by the March 1st deadline, an increase in tariffs as threatened by the Trump administration would have a negative effect on 

global growth and corporate earnings. We believe once we get beyond the expected rhetoric from both sides, reason will prevail and  

a new trade will be hammered out. Also, remember in the background is still the unfinished trade deal between the U.S. and the  

European Union.  

The political landscape is changing, particularly in the U.S., as the Democrats gained control of the House of Representatives on  

January 3rd. Will a divided Congress temper President Trump’s obstinate stance on trade, or derail the Republican’s pro-growth  

agenda? As promised by some Democrats, is the pursuit of an impeachment proceeding against President Trump likely to take place, 

which undoubtedly would unnerve the markets? And across the ocean, how will Angela Merkel’s decision to step down as German 

Chancellor affect the EU’s leadership?  On top of this, we still have “Brexit” with a March 31 deadline, Italy’s budget concerns and  

unrest in France which all cast a pall over the markets.

Even though an unsatisfactory resolution to any of these geo-political issues would negatively impact global markets, and on the flip-

side, any resolution would provide support to the aging bull market. Should markets continue to fall as seen in Q4 (worse global equity 

quarterly results since Q1 2009), it could prompt the Fed to slow the path of rate hikes which is a positive for investors. Overall, we 

believe the probability of a recession is 2019 is low, and we expect equities to persevere and move higher. Returns will be lower and 

higher levels of volatility a constant. We favor U.S. equities, particularly quality and value, and see selective opportunities in Emerging 

Markets based on growth and cheap valuations. The preference is equities versus bonds, but as rates stabilize, opportunities will be 

seen in bonds as well.

Strategic Overview for 2019

Geo-politics, trade and interest rates weight on markets and the global economy,  
but a recession is not foreseen
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The global economic expansion will continue in 2019, but will slow as the positive effects of the U.S. tax cuts and 
stimulus fade, weighting on year over year growth comparisons. The OECD is projecting 2019 global GDP to grow at 
3.5% versus 3.7% in 2018.

As shown in the Grow chart below left, U.S. economic growth will stabilize at a higher level than other developed 
countries, but will converge after seeing divergent growth close to 3.0% in 2018. Late cycle stimulus programs in the 
U.S., Europe and China may add 0.3% to global growth according to J.P. Morgan.  

The projected global slowdown in growth is being prompted by the decline in global trade and business investment 
due to tariff concerns, and the continued de-leveraging of the U.S. Fed and ECB balance sheets which are tightening 
global liquidity.

 Synchronized global economic slowdown will be supported by late cycle fiscal stimulus
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Economic forecast for the U.S. GDP growth is a consensus 2.6%. Economic forecasts for the Q4 GDP growth are still 
strong, with many ranging between 2.5% and 2.9% (annualized). The Atlanta Fed GDPNow model is at 2.9%.

Even though there a number of calls for recession sending equity markets lower, overall U.S. growth remains robust. 
The U.S. consumer continues to surprise on the upside.

Economic expectations have declined from the recent highs over the past few months, but remain elevated. 

Economic growth in the U.S. slows, but remains the global growth engine
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GDP growth for the Euro-zone in 2019 is projected at 1.6%, down from recent consensus estimate of 2.0%.  
Concerns over Brexit, fiscal tightening in Italy, protests in France and the drop in auto sales from Germany are  
taking their toll on growth. 

The composite Purchasing Manager’s Index show worsening economic conditions in Europe for manufacturing  
and services.

The decline in the Eurozone’s new manufacturing orders (a component of the PMI index) has been particularly sharp.

Euro-zone growth slows on Brexit uncertainty and regional geo-political concerns 
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Economic growth in Asia should be supported by the projected 6.2% GDP growth from China in 2019, down from 
6.6% in 2018. The slowdown in the real estate sector and industrial production should be offset by infrastructure 
spending, tax cuts and easing credit conditions. 

Economic projections for China assume a resolution to the U.S./China trade dispute and no ill effects from the high 
debt/GDP ratio.

For Japan, economic growth is projected to remain stable at 1.0%, as there should be a rebound from the growth 
volatility seen in 2018 due to poor weather and natural disasters. Consumption could take a hit later in the year as 
the increase in VAT will be implemented in October.

Asia growth supported by fiscal stimulus in China and revival in Japan
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1. Economic growth outlook: Slower but 
not broken

We expect that Japanese economic growth will moderate in 
the next two years amid headwinds from slower global 
growth and the scheduled VAT hike (from 8% to 10%) in 
October 2019. We forecast above-potential growth until 
3Q19, a post-VAT plunge in 4Q, and subdued growth there-
after through 2020 (Figure 1). It is hard to gauge the latest 
trend amid bumpy quarterly growth this year, but we expect 
the trend to moderate next year. Indeed, we forecast 4Q/4Q 
real GDP growth to slow to 0.3% in 2019 from 0.9% in 2018 
(Table 2). Slower but steady growth in corporate profits and 
the tight labor market should continue to support domestic 
private demand and public spending likely will boost growth 
to some extent. But, the expected slowdown in the global 
economy, especially trade activity, is likely to weigh on Ja-
pan’s exports and industrial production. Consumption and
GDP likely will plunge in 4Q19 after the VAT hike, as in 
2Q14, while front-loaded demand should boost growth ahead 
of the tax hike. 

To be sure, the slowdown in global growth is projected to be 
rather moderate, and the drag from the VAT hike should be 
smaller than in 2014, especially with fiscal stimulus to offset 
the hike’s negative impact. In fact, our forecast looks for real 
GDP growth to accelerate to 1.2% in CY2019 from 1.0% in 
2018 (Table 2). However, the risk skews to the downside 
given the expected escalation of US-China trade tension at 
the beginning of 2019. And, the 2020 drag from the VAT 
hike could be more severe if the global economy is weaker 
than we now anticipate. We forecast a moderation of growth 
to 0.6% in CY2020 but a recovery to 1.3% (4Q/4Q) partly 
due to the fiscal stimulus (Table 2). In all, while the VAT 
hike will produce volatility, fiscal stimulus should ease the 
drag in 2020, and the growth trend probably will slow.

Table 2: Japan: economic indicators
2017 2018f 2019f 2020f

Real GDP, % change (4Q/4Q) 2.0 0.9 0.3 1.3

Real GDP, % change (CY) 1.7 1.0 1.2 0.6

Contribution to CY GDP growth

   Private consumption 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.3

   Capex 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.1

   Public spending 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.3

   Net trade 0.5 0.1 -0.1 0.0

Industrial production, % change (CY) 2.9 0.7 2.0 1.9

Unemployment rate (%) 2.8 2.4 2.2 2.2

Core consumer prices1, %oya 0.5 0.9 0.8 0.8

BoJ core consumer prices2, %oya 0.1 0.4 0.7 1.0

Government balance, % of GDP -4.1 -3.7 -3.3 -2.5

Current account balance, % of GDP 4.0 3.4 3.3 3.3

1.  Excluding only fresh foods. 2.  Excluding fresh foods and energy. 1&2. Excluding the impact 
of VAT hike.
Source: Cabinet Office, METI, Statistics Bureau, MoF, , J.P. Morgan

Bumpy 2018 with slower trend

In November last year, our 2018 outlook projected a steady 
moderation of growth through the year, but with growth ex-
pected to remain above potential amid a solid global expan-
sion and strong corporate profits, supported in part by JPY 
depreciation against the USD. In the event, volatility due to 
bad weather in 1Q and natural disasters in 3Q masked the 
trend, but with our 4Q forecast at 3.0% ar we judge that Ja-
pan’s economy maintained above trend-growth. Indeed, we 
project this year’s average quarterly growth rate at 0.9% saar, 
compared to our 1.1% forecast and 2017’s 2.0% (1.7% in our 
projection a year ago, Figure 2). The 1.5% average sequential 
growth for 2017 and 2018 is now slightly higher than the 
reading a year ago (1.4%), suggesting trend growth held up 
well amid large quarterly swings. 

Still, it is now evident that growth slowed more in 2018 than 
we had expected. Aside from the effects of bad weather and 
natural disasters, the moderation in global trade and slower 
industrial production has weighed on Japan’s exports, IP, and 
GDP growth. We expect that global industrial activity will
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related to the new government’s fiscal conflict with its 
EMU partners. On balance, see the Euro area growing 2% 
rather than the below-1.5% pace it has been generating this 
year, but the risks are skewed to the downside.

 China policy supports kick in. China faces a considerable 
challenge sustaining growth as it deals with internal imbal-
ances and external drags. Over the past year, officials 
tightened policy to try to deal with medium-term imbal-
ances related to potential bubbles in credit and investment. 
The unexpected trade conflict with the US, however, has
significantly magnified the growth slowdown. In response,
officials have scrambled to reverse course and have eased
credit conditions (mainly through banks while still slowing 
shadow lending), increased infrastructure spending, cut 
taxes, and allowed the currency to depreciate (Figures 10 
and 11). On balance, we expect policy supports to offset
building trade drags and sustain growth near 6% in 2019. 
The October activity data offered encouragement that poli-
cy is doing its job, but it is early and the outcome of the 
upcoming G-20 Summit—where Presidents Trump and Xi 
are to meet—could shift our views materially. 

EM stresses to fade with firming growth

If the three key calls above are right, the threat of EM credit 
stress will be reduced. Rising US rates will pressure EM rates 

higher. However, it is important to distinguish between rising
EM rates in response to (and cushioned by) strong US de-
mand and that associated with increased EM risk spreads. 

Over the past year, EM interest rate risk spreads (ex China, 
Turkey and Argentina) have increased by roughly 75-100bp 
versus the 10-year UST (Figure 12). Spillover from the back-
to-back crises in Argentina and Turkey appear to have caused
a significant portion of this increase. As capital inflows to the 
EM slowed, a sharp slide in EM equity prices and a signifi-
cant depreciation in currencies for some versus the USD ac-
companied the spread widening. 

EM countries with large external financing needs will remain 
at risk if their policy frameworks lose credibility. However, 
the vulnerabilities that Turkey and Argentina exhibited are
much less prevalent elsewhere in the EM. Earlier this year,
we constructed an EM macro risk score (EMRS) based on 
seven metrics including a country’s reliance on external fi-
nancing and perceived political risk (see here). The EMRS 
isolated Turkey and Argentina into a high-risk class by them-
selves. The next closest in the medium-risk bucket are India, 
Brazil, South Africa, and Romania (Figure 13). 

The combination of China stabilizing and healthy DM de-
mand should benefit much of the EM, even as US policy 
rates rise. Terms of trade should be buoyed as the macro 
backdrop limits further upside on the USD and keeps com-
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rather than the below-1.5% pace it has been generating this 
year, but the risks are skewed to the downside.

 China policy supports kick in. China faces a considerable 
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ances and external drags. Over the past year, officials 
tightened policy to try to deal with medium-term imbal-
ances related to potential bubbles in credit and investment. 
The unexpected trade conflict with the US, however, has
significantly magnified the growth slowdown. In response,
officials have scrambled to reverse course and have eased
credit conditions (mainly through banks while still slowing 
shadow lending), increased infrastructure spending, cut 
taxes, and allowed the currency to depreciate (Figures 10 
and 11). On balance, we expect policy supports to offset
building trade drags and sustain growth near 6% in 2019. 
The October activity data offered encouragement that poli-
cy is doing its job, but it is early and the outcome of the 
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are to meet—could shift our views materially. 
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If the three key calls above are right, the threat of EM credit 
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Emerging Market growth is projected at 4.5% in 2019, helped by easing trade tensions between the U.S. and  
China and potential positive contributions to China growth from lower individual taxes (supports consumption growth) 
and a lower CNY (boost to export growth.)  

China is fostering goodwill with the U.S. by increasing the purchase of U.S. goods and making positive comments  
regarding loosening restrictions on foreign banks. China is also revising its patent laws and enforcement in IP  
protection to help meet government targets for GDP growth.

Decline in oil prices has lowered EM inflation, which should boost household purchasing power and EM growth.

Emerging Market growth solid with lessening of U.S./China trade tensions and a drop in  
oil prices boosts consumption

E m e r g i n g  M a r k e t s
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proceed toward a broader agreement. China is now expected 
foster goodwill in the coming months by increasing purchases 
of US goods (in part, by removing retaliatory tariffs imposed 
earlier this year), making positive overtures to loosen 
restrictions on foreign banks, and revising its patent law and 
enforcement in IP protection. This week’s announcement that 
China plans to remove a retaliatory 25% tariff on US auto 
imports and resume soybean imports are steps down this path.
All this imparts an upside risk to China’s 1H19 growth and 
downside risk to US inflation. The odds of a benign outcome 
hinge on the US negotiating a more limited agreement, and 
the odds on a lasting deal being struck have moved up to 40%,
in our view. However, our modal view is that differences on 
non-tariff issues will reach an impasse, and we look for tariff 
hikes coming during 2H19—or at least the status quo to be 
maintained. A de-escalation of current tariffs is a high 
benchmark to meet, in our view. While there are a number of 
areas where China is likely to provide concessions, US 
demands are far broader, including non-tariff barriers, state 
subsidies, and the treatment of intellectual property. These 
demands push China to alter core elements of its industrial 
policy. Not surprisingly, these either are fiercely resisted by 
Chinese policymakers (changes to its industrial policy) or will 
prove difficult to deliver without intrusive implementation 
monitoring (IP protection). While the negotiations could 
continue for some time, it is hard to see China meeting a good 
number of US demands. 

China growth profile tweaked given changing views on 
US-China trade policy. With the latest outlook on trade 
policy development, we revised up our 1H19 China growth 
forecast modestly to 6.1% q/q ar (from 5.9% previously), 
suggesting largely steady growth momentum compared to 
2H18 (Exhibit 8). Meanwhile, some of the expected monetary 
and fiscal supports will also be delayed—including currency 
adjustment and some of the corporate tax cuts we have built 
into our 2019 forecast but have not yet been announced
(Exhibit 9). For full-year 2019, our GDP growth forecast has 
been revised up modestly to 6.2%yoy (previously: 6.1%). We 
expect the government to lower the 2019 growth target to a 
range of 6-6.5% (vs. the target of “around 6.5%” for 2018). 
Regarding the growth composition, the contribution of net 
exports to headline GDP growth will likely come off (with or 
without a US-China deal), while the impact of macro policy 
support will likely come through by 2H19. On domestic 
demand, we expect largely stable consumption growth 
(supported by personal tax cuts), while investment growth 
would likely slow in 1Q19 and remain modest for the full 
year. 

Exhibit 8: China real GDP growth vs. the government’s growth target
%oya

Source: NBS, J.P. Morgan

Exhibit 9: Estimated impact of 25% US tariff on China in 2019 
%-pt change in Q4/Q4 growth

1Q19 hike 3Q19 hike

Absent policy With Policy With Policy

GDP -1.0 -0.3 -0.2

Direct -0.6 -0.6 -0.3

Business sentiment -0.4 -0.4 -0.4

Policy support 0.0 0.7 0.5

Fiscal stimulas 0.5 0.4

Memo:

Trade balance (USD, bn) -69.3 -38.3 -29.8

Consolidated budget (% of GDP) -10.6 -11.3 -11.3

Source: J.P. Morgan

Such a backdrop also necessitates a less bearish CNY 
outlook relative to our previous baseline. Our revised 
forecast profile is as follows – 1Q19: 6.90; 2Q19: 7.00; 3Q19: 
7.05; 4Q19: 7.10, which gives a 2019 yearly average of just 
over 7.01 compared to our previous working assumption of 
7.16. The USD/CNY forecast profile continues to tilt higher 
over the medium term, as 1) valuations are slightly on the rich 
side; and 2) PBoC focus has been on maintaining ample 
liquidity, not on sterilizing any FX sales intervention. The 
ratio of net domestic assets in PBoC’s balance sheet has been 
on a trend increase. The rest of the USD/Asia FX forecast 
profile has been lowered in sympathy with the CNY revisions. 
Additionally, our view is that non-CNY, current account 
surplus, EM Asian currencies will outperform the CNY. In 
real cross terms, the non-CNY bloc is generally cheap relative 
to CNY, barring INR, which is roughly fair value.

OPEC+ production cut reinforces the view that oil will not 
slip much below the “sweet spot” range for EM aggregate 
growth. In our previous analysis, we found a non-linear 

relationship between (Brent) oil prices and EM growth —
positive for growth up to $85/bbl and negative beyond $95. 
Following the OPEC+ announcement for a 1.2mbpd (2.3% of 
October levels) crude oil production cut effective starting
January, our oil analysts maintain their Brent crude oil price 
central forecast of $72/bl in 2019, with a neutral risk bias. The 
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announcement was in in line with our expectation but was 
initially received positively by oil markets given the risk of a 
smaller cut. Nevertheless, despite Brent holding at around 
$60/bbl, oil prices are still down almost a third from October 
levels. If prices fail to recover, EM oil exporters will be 
negatively impacted.

Exhibit 10: Oil prices will likely stay near the “sweet spot” as OPEC+ 
seek to stabilize prices
%oya, EM real GDP 

Source: J.P. Morgan

The sharp rise in EM inflation in 2Q-3Q18 largely 
reflected rising oil prices and depreciating currencies and 
should move lower in the coming months. Incoming 
releases for November from Turkey, India, and Brazil suggest 
that this move may be arriving earlier and more powerfully 
than expected (Exhibit 11). As the drop in global oil prices is 
too recent to have been reflected in last month’s CPIs, much 
of the recent turn likely reflects a fall in core inflation. This 
drop should boost household purchasing power and support 
our forecast that EM growth picks up in 1H19. The response 
of EM central banks to lower inflation is likely to be gradual 
and varied. Turkish authorities are likely to remain on hold 
until there is more evidence of a sustained and much larger 
slowdown in the inflation trajectory, and we continue to look 
for the first easing in 2Q19. For Brazil and India, we are 
pushing back expected tightening into 2H19. 

Exhibit 11: Sharp rise in inflation from oil, FX depreciation
%3m, saar, CPI inflation

Source: J.P. Morgan

EM high yielders would likely benefit the most if the Fed 
does not hike 4 times in 2019. Financial markets have priced 
out much of the Fed for 2019—from nearly four hikes to less 
than one. In a world where the Fed does not hike rates in 
2019, EM high-yielders would likely benefit the most. As a 
whole, EM monetary policy would look more in line with 
Taylor-type models earlier than would be the case with our 
house view of four Fed hikes (base case scenario in Exhibit 
12). This would mean that EM central banks would come 
under less pressure to raise domestic interest rates and face 
less FX depreciation pressure.

Exhibit 12: EM monetary policy would be on track with our Taylor-type 
model in mid-2019 if the Fed does not hike next year
%p.a., EM aggregate monetary policy rate

Source: J.P. Morgan. These estimates exclude China, Turkey and Argentina.
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Real GDP Real GDP Inflation Inflation

%oya 2019 %q/q saar % Dec/Dec 2019 %oya

2018 2019 2020 Potential 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 2018 2019 2020 CPI target 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q

Developed markets 1.2 2.0 1.6 1.4 2.1 1.9 2.0 1.2 2.0 1.5 2.0 - 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.5

Emerging Markets 4.8 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.4 4.8 5.0 4.9 3.3 3.4 3.1 - 3.1 3.4 3.4 3.5

EM Asia 6.0 5.7 5.6 5.8 5.6 5.5 5.8 5.8 2.5 2.9 2.7 - 2.6 2.8 2.6 2.7

EMEA EM 2.8 1.9 2.5 2.5 0.9 2.5 3.4 3.4 6.7 5.8 4.4 - 5.1 5.7 7.0 7.5

Latin America* 1.2 1.8 2.2 1.9 1.9 3.7 3.1 2.2 3.9 4.0 3.8 - 4.0 4.0 3.8 3.8

Ukraine 3.5 3.5 3.0 3.5 — — — — 10.5 8.2 7.1 6.0 (+/- 2.0) 13.8 11.6 8.9 10.1

MENA 2.8 3.1 3.1 3.4 — — — — 3.8 3.9 2.9 - — — — —

  Egypt 5.3 5.5 5.5 4.0 — — — — 15.8 11.8 10.4 - 15.4 14.7 13.4 13.2

  GCC 2.3 2.7 2.6 3.3 — — — — 2.5 3.2 1.8 - — — — —

    Saudi Arabia 2.3 2.4 2.2 3.3 — — — — 3.2 -1.1 3.2 - — — — —

Source: J.P. Morgan. * Excludes Argentina, Ecuador and Venezuela. **includes MENA countries.



Global market sentiment heading into 2019 is being shaped by not only fundamentals and geo-political issues, but 
also by behavioral factors.    

Despite the backdrop of solid economic fundamentals and corporate earnings, investors are pricing global assets on 
par with a recessionary period. Global economic growth and corporate earnings are slowing from heights not seen 
in decades, but any sense of a decline is prompting investors to sell global assets with impunity. The predisposition 
of investors to sell has been prompted by continued uncertainty over global trade, geo-political issues involving  
“Brexit”, France and Italy, China economic slow-down, and the path of interest rates in the U.S. The markets are 
also recovering from the liquidity high they have enjoyed since the Great Recession, as the Fed, ECB and BOJ will  
be winding down a total of $14.3 trillion of balance sheet assets. The selling of assets which begun in October, has 
led a majority of assets into correction if not bear market territory. According to the latest Deutsche Bank global 
asset report, of the 70 major global assets they track, well over 90% posted negative returns in 2018.

The sharp decline in global asset prices has created attractive valuations across asset classes not seen in years. As 
long-term investors, we may be able to take advantage of these pricing dislocations, to generate positive returns 
in 2019. Within the projected investment environment, selective and active management will be crucial as global 
equities should provide a mid to high single digit return. Value can be found in IG and Emerging Market debt in  
light of recent spread widening. Commodities will be mixed, while hedge funds and real assets can serve to lower 
equity beta and serve as a fixed income surrogate, while insulting portfolios from duration and downside equity 
market risk.

Asset Class Overview

u

u

Best Ideas – Finding positive returns in market pricing in a global recession
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– Global equities should post positive returns, as earnings in the U.S. and EM should remain stable, and valuations  
 are cheap.

– U.S. Quality and Value are preferred due to solid balance sheets and stable earnings, versus momentum and   
 growth. U.S. equities per the S&P 500, are trading at a forward P/E of 14.3, below the five year average of 16.4.  
 FactSet estimates EPS growth of 7.9% for 2019.

– European equities will see a deceleration of corporate earnings to mid-single digits and face several geo-political  
 headwinds.

– Emerging markets are attractive selling at a forward P/E of 10.6. We expect that China will continue to re-ignite  
 its economy and positive sentiment is emanating out of Brazil after the recent elections. 

– Risks to our recommendations include: a pro-longed U.S./China trade dispute, a policy over reach by the U.S. Fed  
 that would cause a re-rating global equity valuations, and a decline of investor sentiment causing a large exodus  
 from the equity markets.

Selective Opportunities  
in U.S., Emerging Markets,  
Quality and Value

 E q u i t i e s

US 

Non-BRIC EM 

BRIC 

Asia 

Europe

Region

Neutral PositiveNegative

Large Cap 

Mid Cap 

Small Cap 

Micro Cap 

Capitalization

Neutral PositiveNegative

Growth 

Value (High 
Dividend Bias)

 

Style

Neutral PositiveNegative
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Rate Normalization   
Poses Risk to Core Fixed  
Income, Opportunities for  
Securitized Credit  

– The U.S. Fed, the BOE and ECB are on the path of policy normalization; we have seen recent spread widening  
 in investment grade and HY, all of which provides investors with a higher starting point yield and higher return  
 from fixed income in 2019.

– In the U.S., strong employment and consumer confidence provides a positive backdrop for securitized credit  
 in non-agency MBS and ABS. Short duration floating rate IG corporate debt is attractive for yield pickup and to  
 hedge duration risk. We favor an upgrade in quality and seek opportunities to selectively add duration as rates  
 normalize and stabilize.    

– In Europe with the halt of bond buying by the ECB and rates to move higher by Q3, duration is neutral with  
 preference for higher yielding peripheral bonds from Ireland and Portugal.  

– In Emerging Markets, economic fundamentals are stable, though there is always some geo-political risks  
 (Russian sanctions, power struggle in Turkey), the recent spread widening has pushed EM debt yields to  
 attractive levels.

F i x e d  I n c o m e

High-Yield 

Structured Credit 

 Bank Debt 

Sovereign Debt 

EM Local Debt 

IG Corporates 

EM Corporates

Fixed Income

Neutral PositiveNegative
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Favor Long/Short U.S.  
and Europe, Event Driven/
M&A and Relative Value 
Fixed Income

H e d g e  F u n d s / C o m m o d i t i e s

– Discretionary Macro should benefit this year due to geo-political uncertainty, divergence in economic growth   
 between developed and emerging market countries, and desynchronization of central bank policy.  

– Event should thrive in 2019 after seeing over $4 trillion in M&A deals in 2018. M&A activity from a capital   
 perspective should be bolstered by corporate cash repatriation and P/E funds that have record levels of  
 capital to deploy.

– Relative Value Arbitrage should benefit this year as the pickup in volatility and the sustained level of higher   
 volatility should create opportunities in relative value, fundamental equity and fixed income trading.

– In Commodities, we believe there is upside potential in oil. The eventual resolution of global trade disputes   
 and the stabilization of economic growth should raise energy demand, coupled with a coordinated decrease in  
 production by OPEC. Gold is attractive as it serves as a hedge against a financial crisis. 

Equity Market Neutral 

Hedged Equity 

 Relative Value 

Event Driven/Distressed 

Global Macro/CTA 

Structured Debt 

Commodities

Hedge Funds / Commodities

Neutral PositiveNegative
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Infrastructure, Value 
Add and Niche  
Real Estate

– Private equity has seen a rise in valuations to high levels due to competition from private equity managers,   
 strategic buyers and new investors in the market, seeking above market yields and return. This has caused  
 quality assets to trade at EBITDA multiples in the mid-teen range. High valuations and recent turmoil in public   
 markets lowers P/E expected returns.

– The eventual rise in inflation makes investment in infrastructure attractive, as infrastructure companies in many   
 countries such as electric, water and transportation, can change rates that are partially or completely tied to the  
 rate of inflation.  

– We are cautious on real estate, as the rise in U.S. rates has reduced the spread between cap rates and the 10-  
 year U.S. Treasury yield. To drive NOI (net operating income) growth, investors should seek core plus strategies   
 in best in class assets in high rental growth markets that generate returns by taking short term lease risk. 

– Industrial properties can provide attractive returns as occupancy is high, rental rates are rising, and strong  
 demand is emanating from the growth of Ecommerce. Senior housing is attractive due to the aging  
 demographics in the U.S. 

P r i v a t e  E q u i t y / R e a l  E s t a t e / D i r e c t  L e n d i n g
11Outlook By Asset Class 
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We’ll help you make sure you’re not just sourcing, but Rightsourcingsm the management of your investment  
portfolio. Clearbrook can help you objectively evaluate your needs from total-portfolio to asset-class-specific  
solutions. Our solutions are flexible, transparent and customizable, structured at a level that makes sense for  
your resources, objectives and risk tolerance. 
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This paper discusses general market activity, industry or sector trends, and other broad-based economic, market or politi-
cal conditions and should not be construed as research or investment advice. This paper is for informational purposes only 
and does not constitute, and is not to be construed as, an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell any secu-
rities or related financial instruments. Opinions expressed in this paper reflect current opinions of Clearbrook Investment 
Consulting (CIC) as of the date appearing in this material only. This paper is based on information obtained from sources 
believed to be reliable, but no independent verification has been made and CIC does not guarantee its accuracy or com-
pleteness. CI does not make any representations in this material regarding the suitability of any security or investment 
strategy for a particular investor. Investors are urged to consult with their financial advisors before buying or selling any 
securities. The information in this paper may not be current and CIC has no obligation to provide any updates or changes. 

Disclaimer
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